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After Spending Time in Chicago: What a Skyscraper had to Say 
Stephanie Stobaugh 
This talk does not come from Tennessee 
It smells of cigars and sounds like the city. 
Down the street 
Around the block 
After catching the L 
Over two 
Next to me, next to you 
But never next door. 
Pepperoni, B.O. and 
"My-God-is-that-a-Coney?" 
In the backseat of the 
Yellow cabs keeping the law-
Would write tickets if they knew the alphabet 
And the cops wish they could drive like that. 
Never has there been a cool cat 
Like the one over on Hanover Street 
Who tosses pizza in a 
Deep, 
Deep, 
Dish 
With dark-colored beer 
The only kind served with no 
Complaint. You either 
Know the joint 
Eat there and leave-
Or you don't. 
Some call it rude-
But oh! The sex is had 
And naked is never seen 
On dance floors 
Screwing the top on 
Frapaccino flavored anything. 
Slow 
Never slowing, but 
Mild in the hot, 
Brilliant illumination of 
Electricity. 
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Hear 
The boogie men and good music 
Behind closed doors missing the ghost 
That beat the ivory keys · 
Into the shape of Coaltrane-
Sing, 
Bleed, 
Bleed, 
Bleed. 
Down the street 
Around the block 
After catching the L 
Over two, 
Next to me, next to you 
But never next door. 
Restaurant 
Michael Slone 
I exist. I know that much. In the terminal I am counting 
out change, I am counting on my fingers in the Fibonacci 
sequence, I am running out of fingers and hands. Yet again 
I find myself without a seat in the plane out of here. I am 
running out of change, I cannot call, I cannot even make a 
single call to say, sorry, but I can't make it. The terminal is 
empty, and I can see the plane of tomorrow descending 
upon the cool, dark ground of being. Today's plane is 
gone. I am running toward the disembarking passengers in 
my dream but they do not see the cluemaker counting on 
my fingers and the numbers failing to arrive. It has been 
weeks since I have heard a sound; for months I have seen 
nothing. Sometimes I sleep. On waking, I detest my 
decision, which I play over and over in what is left of my 
mind. I want to make a painting of a world without 
entropy. I want to, I must, and I will read this painting 
aloud alone before everything is completely cold. 
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Una sola lagrima 
Donnie J. Grayson, Jr. 
(followed by a non-literal Spanish to English translation into 
Shakespearean Sonnet form) 
Vi verter una lagrima furtiva a mi hermano 
en el acontecimiento de Ia muerte de nuestra abuela. 
Mientras Ia emoci6n se congelaba en aliento no hablado 
Ia lagrima estaba de tristeza, alegrfa y temor plena. 
Mi tristeza con Ia noticia de se muerte vino, 
y permaneci6 con nada lagrima desgajada de cada 
coraz6n y cada mente. Llorar oy6 Dios que daba consuelo 
a mi alma cuando me lamentaba para mi abuela. 
Desde que muri6 mi abuelo, tiempo pasado, 
desde el once el abril, dos anos ha ya. 
Le alegrfa me brotaba de algun profunda recoveco 
porque mi coraz6n sabia que ellos estaban en el Cielo y juntaban. 
El temor se desvaneci6 cuando Ia lagrima golpe6 el piso. 
Ya no tem6 entrar por Ia puerta del Cielo. 
A single tear 
I saw my brother shed a single tear 
at the event of our grandmother's death. 
The tear was filled with sadness, joy, and fear 
as emotions froze on unspoken breath. 
My sadness came on first word, her demise 
and remained to see every tear torn 
from each heart and each mind. God heard my cries 
giving comfort to my soul as I mourn. 
So much time had passed since grandfather died. 
Two years gone by, hence April eleven. 
The joy welled up from somewhere deep inside 
because my heart knew they were in heaven. 
The fear vanished when the tear hit the floor. 
Not afraid of walking through Heaven's door. 
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{Post-Alphabet} 
Eric Collins 
"Probably because the letters of the alphabet were too slow to 
keep up to the light-time and light-speed of long ago" 
speed of light 
burned to earth 
Images 
movmg 
faster 
faster 
movmg 
Images. 
"Can't keep up to the speed of electronic society" 
Special - effects: 
----Life past 
---present---- FUTURE 
-----as culture is fast-forwarded 
[Touch Screens jill with text] 
continents 
lost dreams 
paragraphs 
emotion 
single words that open up 
Puzzles that can only be solved by hand 
watching the letters 
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-dance-
hesistating 
as 
pixel events 
A children's book telling the story except this time run you finger over 
the pages. 
Ear and Hand 
"Touch the page at any point, the closer to the page you are to the 
reading" 
The eye of human flesh 
---seduced---
- one millennium new -
- twentieth-century old -
"Going to the internet will be the ticket to the future" 
ifuturel :- Following threads to the stars 
systems unscathed 
"real stars are special effects" 
Invisible 
being dreamed up right now 
in the image-factories 
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COMPARING CROW 
Jared Salyers 
Crow creeps along bone 
the length of walnut limb 
a soft thundercloud down reflecting 
and refracting fire and blood of sunset 
It's September 
I'm alone and watching. Comparing crew's 
softer rain-kissed underbelly to hands -
I look at my hands -
hard, crack'd, thick 
like lizard's back -
my heart is like my hands. I envy crow 
whose feathers ruffle with pregnant wind 
carrying water. Even when rain becomes irate -
comes to pluck feathers -
he still laughs, flies. Crow does -
walnut twigs vibrate 
like rubber bands at his passing. 
It's September 
a sliver of moon slides out 
and I have to think. 
What Keeps Us Going 
Leonard P. Gentile Ill 
The Soul is tempered in a crucible 
Of thought. 
Questions, Reasons, Movement, all logs 
Thrown on the fire below. 
The heat takes dull metal inside, 
And brings light to the dark. 
But just as fire warms, it consumes. 
Without the heat, the metal cools, and crumbles 
The elasticity lost, the light gone, our lives lost. 
meow mix 
Michael Slone 
the wordless day 
the cats will pray 
the cats will sing 
the rhyme will die 
the line will lie 
the drink will drive 
the cats cats cats cats and oh 
the cats will cat 
and words will fly 
and such such such the oh 
and the worthless worthless dearth of deaths 
and meow meow 
the dirty cats 
the wordy wordy cats cattin roun 
singin their nine lives way 
and a-way oh way words 
the cats and dogs 
the one summer 
who knows it 
drinkin cats and drivin worthless cats 
oh they will die that day 
the words and growls and scratches all flyin 
but hey 
and also therefore nevertheless 
the word 
will be on all minds 
but nobody knows 
no no knows what it is 
but it must be 
just too much 
this dearth earth 
a big happy wordless death 
and lots of it 
oh the rhyme 
where will it be 
when the cats are through 
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Suburbia 
Tami Damron 
She sits in a bathtub full of milk surrounded by Oreos and 
disgruntled cows. Outside, her yard is being dozed by the 
neighborhood goat. In the living room, her sons are playing bas-
ketball, using her diaphragm as the basket's rim. She sinks in 
the tub, her nose barely above the milk as those soggy Oreos 
nibble on her toes. 
She's had this suburban nightmare before. Never turns 
out the same though. 
She wakes up and sends the cows out to eat her children. 
She's thinking about running away to Aruba with the goat. But 
she has to check with customs first. The milk is soured, rancid. 
She puts some in a bottle for the baby, being careful to pick out 
all of the pubic hairs. She licks her fingers. They taste like milky 
vagina. Now she's thinking about becoming a lesbian and drink-
ing milk straight from the cow's teat. 
Her husband got on a train bound for Denver. And her 
straight-jacket's just a little too loose, and the gun's just a little 
too loaded. 
She thinks her name is Sally. 
Play 
Barry Lee Reynolds 
Do you know the third grader in the new and pretty pink shirt? 
She laughs at my K-Mart jeans and tells me whom I can play with. 
Her hair is long blonde with big curls. 
My hair is frizz that flows past my butt. 
Other girls hold no objection to her philosophy. 
They, too, taunt me with adolescent "play." 
Teacher said a bully makes fun of people. 
I say friends are bullies. 
I have a hot potato game my aunt gave me for my birthday. 
I buy friendship with my game. 
Boys are cute but say fat girls are gross. 
"Nice Children" say only two people can play together. 
I am always the odd in a playground of evens. 
call me BIG DADDY old queer 
Barry Lee Reynolds 
LQQKin' 4 ASIAN,LATINO,& SIMILAR*** 
SOMETIMEs 
WHEN I BOI JUST WON'T DO U = 
I M your MaN= 
TONED,TIGHT,TRIM,TAN,TOPTROLL BLOND/BLUE,5'1 0", 150, 
40C,30W,6"UNCUT 
younger than springtime ancient&eternal 
I M D Other white meat***** I melt in your mouth, Not your 
hands 
{_)_)IIIID----({_o_)) 
HomOpage 
will provide you with my taste in music,movies,&more= 
UR Smooth(no body hair),mysize&shape, 
ASIAN,LATINOO,&SIMILAR***, 
Hope you have it together in your mind,body&soui(Or at least 
working at it) 
I never Lie,cheat,steai,Or hurt my fellowman I won't charge 
U,don't U charge Me 
LQQKin' FOR A BUD? THIS BUD'S 4U 
Often away from computer,don't get pissed,not ignoring you, I 
Love You .... . 
butt if U private I will get back 2U if U R my MiSter Right 
Please no escorts,scrubs,players,pigs,bears,losers or Aholes 
I M LQQKin 4 SOME1 WITH CLASS, NOT JUST ANOTHER 
SILLYASS = = 
HOPE U UNDERSTAND==*************** 
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Sunken Iron Bridge Across the Licking River 
M. D. Mynhier 
And there was light, but light from hell 
slam it in water and lightening 
no lesson but death unlit 
parched wet lips swell for it and draw lots 
Mirror cracks, displace time and space 
breaking into individual death 
a lonely knotting of width 
narrow in scope and definition 
Piecing pieces together, no once but twice 
dragging legs and limp feet move 
soaked in arid understanding 
caring only for it and its needs 
Staggered humps in sand and stumps 
drizzled specks on maps and earth 
hollowed indention's run smooth and rippled 
flat as jack-rock water unmoved and recovered 
Metal cross-members descend to bolts 
slab-boards creek and turn-up at ends 
rubber pops a dullness rolling across 
white as bone, dead as ash, soaked with sun . 
Going down for the third time and forever 
faceless names have crossed for the last time 
It dies without a breath, without notice. Its gone 
and now slim-few memories 
It last in submersion and rust, a while in memory 
a river crossing no more needed 
long and based on stone and ever 
he crossed it last a child coming to man 
Leaving something along that span 
too green to realize structural loss 
death goes on as does life and more 
man returns to child and remembers when. 
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Mellow 
David Jones 
Hipsville--
cool jazz records 
and swingin guitars 
pour over you and make 
you feel the same you 
do when watching 
a person beautiful 
perspire under sun. 
Bittersweet harmonies 
and free-form 
imaginative inspiration 
where our poetic hero 
will be seen as a 
wall-flower watching 
those pretty ladies, 
drink in hand. 
You can't help the 
laughter that seems 
to flow from suffering. 
It's all blues now--
turned hep-cat jazz 
poetry and rock and roll. 
Believe in wonder 
and feel love slink up 
your hip and under 
your arms to the 
crush of heartfelt agony 
at the one you miss--
her hurtingly blue eyes 
making over you 
thinking singularly 
funny thoughts. 
Asian Men 
Barry Lee Reynolds 
Asian Invasion 
Slick 
Yellow 
Glistening 
Skin 
Slender 
Silhouette 
Slanted Eyes 
Sweet Perfection 
Craving 
Touching 
So Real 
So True 
So Soft 
Thickness 
Deep Black Hair 
Tremendous 
Yearning 
Minute 
Need 
Want 
My Eyes 
My Soul 
Taste 
Male 
No Lies 
No Exaggeration 
Rest 
Chest 
Simple Words 
My Mind Chants 
My White Ears 
Withholding 
My Obsession 
Suffers 
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Ante Over ... Pig Tail 
Donna Branham 
Ante over, pig tail. .. 
Children in the outfield 
Up at dawn 
Mow the lawn 
Nothing could be better here 
Ante over, pig tail .. . 
Out to play, happy days 
Rolley hole, mud pies 
Sticks for toys 
Chase those boys 
Ante over, pig tail ... 
Up the hollow, wade the creek 
Pack a picnic lunch to eat 
My name is pudding tane 
Ask again, I'll tell you the same 
Ante over, pig tail ... 
School's out 
Teacher wore the paddle out 
Hoe the garden, pick the corn 
Time for baby to be born 
Ante over, pig tail .. . 
Bean burners, brush curlers 
Ask no questions, I'll tell no lies 
Tee legged, tie legged 
Go to bed, stay on your side 
Ante over, pig tail ... 
Listen to the nightly news 
Will Nixon end the war? 
Hush, let's see what's going on 
Good night, Chet ... Good night, David 
Ante over, pig tail ... 
Hula hoop 
Keep it up 
Draw water from the well 
Round tub, time to scrub 
Ante over, pig tail ... 
Swing low, sweet chariot 
Wayward traveler passing by 
Sunday morning jubilee 
Time to put the kettle on 
Ante over, pig tail. .. 
String some beans 
Sit on the porch 
Swing sways in the breeze 
Grandma telling scary tales 
Ante over, pig tail. .. 
Take little sister down the path 
The moon is dark, she's scared 
Hurry up and run back home 
No time to read the catalog 
Ante over, pig tail ... 
Watch behind you 
Little lambs eat ivy 
Wildwood flowers bloom 
Amazing grace how sweet the sound 
Ante over, pig tail .. . 
One by on the children go 
Where they stop nobody knows 
Carry memories out the door 
Hear them call, throw up the ball 
Ante over, pig tail ... 
Throw it over one more time ... 
Ante over, pig tail ... 
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I A Passerby (Stories of the Bodies) 
Eric Collins 
On a beach which was burning up, I discovered the sky. 
Immense and cloudless-! saw a kite-it was the first 
time our bodies worked together-It is at this moment my 
heart brakes open-1 am 7yrs old-1 am seven years old-1 am 
what wakes me up. 
I inhabit a sacred wound 
I an inhabit an obscure will 
I inhabit imaginary ancestors 
I inhabit a long silence 
-Are you well, I mean are you alive 
-How did you know I was just this moment laying my 
head on your knee to sleep 
-Because you woke me when you stirred in my belly-1 
knew then I was your coffin-Are you alive?-Can you 
hear me? 
-Does it happen much, that you are awakened from on 
dream by another, itself the interpretation of the 
dream 
-Here it is happening to you and me-Are you alive? 
-Almost 
-Have the devils cast their spell on you 
-1 don't know but in time there's room for death 
-Don't die completely 
-I'll try not to 
-Don't die at all 
-I'll try not to 
-Tell me when did it happen-1 mean when did me 
meet?-when did we part? 
-Thirteen years ago 
-did we meet often 
-Twice-Once in the rain and again in the rain-The 
third time we didn't meet at all-1 went away and 
forgot you- Awhile ago I remembered you-1 remembered 
I'd for gotten you. I was dreaming 
I pass two women in the hall. One is straddling a 
tricycle the other reading several pages from a red 
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book. With numerous descriptions of Apples and 
Oranges. The other my mother (dressed) in cheap 
clothing)-Her interior drenched -FLOWING-The sheets 
without soil from blood or impurities-eternally a 
landscape of snow. 
Carbon Geography 
in a world dreaming through 
mercury 
---allowing bodies to writhe 
in warm metal air 
{Still the spirit refuses to conceive without a body} 
"It is a flat pear shaped garment with vertical 
openings that reveals the vault to heaven." 
-Are you alive? 
-In the middle region between life and death 
-Are you alive? 
-How did you know I was just this moment laying my 
head on your knee to sleep 
- Because you woke me when you stirred in my belly-Are 
you alive? 
- I don't know- I don't want to know, Does it often 
happen that I am awakened from one dream by 
another- Itself the interpretation of the dream 
-That's what's happening now- Are you alive? 
-As long as I am dreaming I am alive-The dead do not 
dream 
-Do you dream much? 
-When I am approaching death 
-Are you alive? 
-almost but in time there's room for death 
I was shut up for four t een years , so t hat my breath 
could not come out-sufferi ng as a hieroglyph-
a sign-
t he very h ighest suffering-not even the breath could come 
out-yet I establish everyt hing and do not even belong 
to a l i ttle room-suffering as a symbol -
speaking t hrough tubes directed outward t o the swi tch networks 
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THE LID(S) 
Something long buried 
Subdued light 
Carpeted floors 
Bird beak 
A couch of some kind 
Forgotten books, stones, dirt, 
Beautiful illegible scribbles 
Voices down the hall 
"Narrating a new continent-I have been listening to all my life 
passing the roof of my mouth" 
RECYCLING THE PAST 
Miriam Woolfolk 
Like visiting another time, 
I step into the century preceding mine 
And meet a Renoir lady face to face. 
Painted charm and plumpish grace, 
She could have been a cola ad, 
Had such a thing been known. Sad 
That timing's often off, for I 
Came along soon after they all died--
All those people I have longed to see: 
Monet, Renoir, Degas, Sisley. 
Museums have been my Time Machine 
Where I can don Mercurial wings 
And fly into another age, 
View home life, landscapes, lovers-
turn a page 
Of history by stepping through a door. 
Quietly I tread the polished floor 
Inspecting relics from an ancient past, 
Some crudely formed, surviving from a vast 
Set of circumstances: flood, fire, 
Wars, burial. Each piece an intense desire 
Of human being creating useful ware 
That long outlived the artisan. Where 
Are their remains now ... perhaps ground in the clay 
Potters pound and mould to shapes today? 
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Another Terror-Filled Night 
Jewell Hunter 
As the strands of the song "Take these chains from my heart and set 
me free" drift through the house from the radio on her bedside table, I can 
imagine Mom crying softly into her pillow as the hopelessness of her own situ-
ation engulfs her, in an abusive marriage with no way out. 
I lie with the covers over my head so no one can hear as I frantically 
pray to God to not let Carl come home tonight. I don't call him dad because 
there is no father/daughter attachment between us. Like so many nights 
before, I feel that God surely does not hear, but I have no one else to turn to. 
I'm sure, too, that I am not the only one in the household who is praying this 
same prayer. Mom and my two older sisters are surely awake dreading his 
return as much as I am. My three younger siblings will stay in their beds, I 
hope, asleep. There are six of us ranging in ages from six months to 13 
years. I'm the middle child, the age of nine. 
I hear the old black Buick, radio blasting, as it comes to a stop in the 
front yard. Then comes his pounding on the back door and yelling with his 
drunken slur for someone to let him in. Jackie, my older sister, runs to my 
bedroom because she simply can't face him alone. "Hurry, Jewell, he's here," 
she cries in a quivering voice. Her fear is apparent as she clutches my hand; 
the hate and terror are mirrored in my own eyes. For some reason, Jackie 
seems to draw strength from me. She says I have a survival instinct that she 
lacks. There's no way for her to know that my constant prayer is, "Let me die, 
Lord. Please, just let me die." 
Surely other people don't live this way, always afraid, waking in the 
middle of the night with paralyzing fear that causes all movement to stop 
except our hearts pounding in our chests, willing us to do his bidding. 
Jackie runs to the back door and removes the butcher knife from the 
doorframe that acts as a lock and protects us from any outsiders coming in at 
night while we sleep. She hurriedly hides it under the sink out of sight. 
Timidly she stands there as Carl lurches through the door, swaying from side 
to side. Scared though I am, as I stand a couple of feet behind her, I can't 
help but feel sorry for Jackie because she feels trapped as Carl lurches 
toward her, his left arm extended, and chides, "What are you standing there 
for? Get over here and help me." 
I wonder if Jackie ever thinks of stabbing that butcher knife into Carl 
as he comes through the door. Probably not, she's probably too scared to 
think of such a thing, and Mom teaches us to love one another. What a con-
fusing household. 
"Where is she? Where's your mother," Carl bellows as he straightens 
unsteadily and cocks the shotgun he's holding in his right hand. Hearing the 
cock of the gun, Mom moves toward the front of the house. 
"I 'll kill you, bitch," he continues as he goes from room to room in 
search of Mom, like a hunter stalking his prey. 
"God help us. Please protect Mommy," we plead as Mom runs out 
the front door into the moonless night. 
Connie, my second sister, has joined us now. While she keeps tabs on 
Carl, Jackie and I sneak off to Granny Lewis' house to call the police. They 
aren't really our grandparents, just an old couple that lives across the road from 
us. 
Breathless from running and fear, I pant into the receiver, "Please help 
us. Our dad is threatening to kill our mom." 
"I'm sorry," comes the voice from the other end of the line. We can't do 
anything until someone gets hurt. Has anyone been hurt?" 
"You don't understand. He has a gun and he's drunk. Please do 
something." 
"I'm sorry. Please call back if anyone gets hurt." 
If that person could only imagine the hopelessness those words cause 
a young girl rearing for her mother's life. I hurt! Why doesn't anyone care? 
Where is the help to end this nightmarish existence? Defeated, I hang up the 
phone. 
"Jackie, they're not coming." 
Too crushed to even cry, we run back to the house wondering if this is 
to be the last night we will witness the flight of our frightened mother, afraid to 
leave us with a madman, and more afraid she will be gunned down and that we 
will be without anyone to care for us. 
The blackness of the country night only helps to emphasize how truly 
isolated we are. 
It gets so hard to trust God when I can see no end to this madness. 
Mom keeps holding on though. No matter what abuse she goes through, she 
loves her God. After all, other than her children, what else does she have? 
She tries to instill in us this same love for God. And I'm sure she really 
believes He will deliver us like he did the children of Israel. I'm not so certain. 
There's nowhere for us to go, no money, and no one to help. I find it 
hard to believe even though I want to. I pray out of desperation. I pray to keep 
same. Nothing else in our world makes sense. 
Jackie and I reenter the house quietly hoping that Carl has not noticed 
our absence. 
Finally, exhausted, Carl abandons his search for Mom and retires to his 
bedroom. He lays the gun on the floor beside him. "Girls, don't go near the 
door because if you Mom tries to come in, I'll blow her head off." 
A few minutes later we hear a light tap in the living room. I can barely 
see Mom's image in the dark pane as I gently draw back the curtain. 
"Where is he? Are the babies alright?" Mom whispers as she cowers 
outside the window. 
We relay Carl's threat and watch as Mom runs in fear, even knowing 
there's no place for her to go to seek refuge for the night. 
"Jackie," Carl yells, "bring be a glass of lemonade." 
Jackie begs me to stay by her side. I'd rather not be around Carl, but 
out of love and concern for my sister, I stay. She cuts the lemons and 
squeezes them almost dry before dropping the halves into the cold well water 
I've poured into the heavy, glass pitcher. Together, we stir in the sugar, tasting 
it repeatedly to make sure that it's neither too tart nor too sweet. Don't want to 
give him any reason to become more upset. 
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With shaking hands, Jackie carries a glass of lemonade to Carl's bed-
side. Her trembling fingers cause a few drops to spill on the electric heating 
pad beneath him. Standing outside the door, I hear him yell, "What are you 
trying to do, kill me?" Yes! Yes! I cry within myself. 
Connie had stayed protectively near Mom until her flight. Now, know-
ing there is nothing more she can do, Connie goes to bed. Throughout the 
night, Jackie and I whisper together, trying to comfort each other and praying 
that Carl will not awaken from his drunken stupor. We pray for God's deliver-
ance and protection for all of us. We're still praying when the orange streaks 
of dawn color the sky and Mom quietly returns to start breakfast. She is cold 
and shaken from her ordeal of the night before. 
Not wanting to alarm us, but having no one else in whom to confide, 
when we ask where she had gone, Mom tells of her sleepless night huddled 
in the corner of the corn crib watching the rats scurry back and forth across 
the floor, fearing that Carl would come look for her and find her there. We are 
just glad that she's alive and that Carl is still asleep. 
We stay close by Mom's side, still aware of the threat that hangs in 
the air. When he awakens, will he bring the gun to the table? Will he try to 
harm her? How can we protect the one we love most? Just because the sun 
has risen doesn't mean that our nightmare has ended. 
For better or word at least a beets 
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Encolpius 
Kenneth Casper 
Salacious Encolpius with eyes of lust 
Dubbing beauty with caring phrases 
Look at each young calf and work from the knees 
Each button he tempts with sly smiles 
Secret phrases whispered to every soft ear 
Jove knew how to throw lightening 
Encolpius knew person to person combat 
Friendly thoughts expressed eyeing conquest 
Pleasant walk no sea could do better 
Drawing the maid clothes from the flesh 
The ubiquitous cultural icon crosses the eyes 
Shiny surfaces, bright colors, repeated imagery 
Through words, ideas, intentioned dirigisme 
Contextual essences of misunderstanding 
So appearance of the whole subverts reality 
According to meaning shifts with context and viewpoint 
This lover of style, manners, metaphor, and deception 
With an attitude of non-self-conscientiousness 
The eye sees and conquers what is desired 
The incarnation of impure thought 
Covered in blankets of old metaphysical considerations 
That twist time, existence, dreams and reality 
Sonorous voice ruminating man, 
"No time exists but just now." 
Progressive flair upholstered with verve and calm tonality 
Until the realization of an idea 
Through an ephemeral range of activities 
Systematic cultivation of gentleness, generosity, joy 
Controlled by observation, craft, purpose, intuition, experience 
In both formal and vernacular spirit 
Communicate elegance, cachet, refinement 
Venal saint of undisclosed places 
Charms of life with base provocatively 
Visceral depth works well 
Into harmonic structures of relativism--
Morality exists for the wealthy 
Exits within impoverished 
Ties pleasures strongly built with superb simplicity, 
Bourgeois gentihomme---hierohany. 
A compliance technician dancing with the Pleiades. 
None judges who uses youth 
Lively character and arrogant courage 
Not restrained by conscience or conventions, 
Having traits common to all animals--
A mellifluous, nubile, chameleonic dilettante 
Of architecture, human nature--
This silversmith, medallist, sculptor, lapidary. 
Hands building, decorating, gardening, too. 
Elegant, doublebreasted rose 
A little obsessed with signs of spring 
Where peace and quiet stir sweet longing 
Stark touch intensifies inspiration, 
Machiavellian intimacy with her nude soul 
Visibly looking disinterested within the Mephisto Waltz 
Fabricates and distorts flat urbane marshes under 
Desire so mechanical, compulsive, grotesque, and ironic 
Until vermilioning licence renews Encolpius' urobordic acquisition. 
Waitress 
Stephanie Stobaugh 
I never was the same after I had 
My children 
And my husband 
Is not saved, 
Drinks and teaches my 
Boys to cuss. 
But I worry too much. 
In school I learned to 
Tell time and write in cursive. 
We also made castles out of 
Sugar cubes and 
I'm not sure what that taught me 
But I liked Mrs. Jennings' class. 
Now I live off tips and 
Making change 
But I worry too much. 
So, could you teach me what I look like 
In my apron and spiral perm? 
I forgot. 
Those days 
When my first kiss was with 
The guy of every girl's envy-
They would have traded me 
My breadwinner back then 
But he is beyond trading in, 
Past the first kiss and left my "first time" 
A mile back. 
Making a list of old times now-
On the same paper as your drink order, 
Sliding them in the same window 
But I worry too much 
And it's okay. 
What else can I get you today? 
FOTO FEST Mike Raybum Black and White Photography 
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A Fence Row Song From Time Done Gone 
M. D. Mynhier 
A sun the color of amber-jack 
hangs high on Wildcat Knob 
as barbwire squeaks its bugle caw 
through nails and locust whine. 
I grab to pluck that sweet barb'd twang, 
the song of woodsman's pride, 
a jig set time with grandpap's day 
and stretched like banjo hide. 
The raw cadence stomp of boots pulled snug 
of all who've climbed a fence, 
heading down to the hollow's creek 
or up the gobs of hills. 
The tune is that of cross-saw'd art 
and russet wire and air 
bending like the fiddle bow 
to ears that strain to hear. 
I turn my skin to the rusty crooks 
that tat at will my denim jeans 
and the belly-nap of deer, 
as the post stand lined in soldier walk 
and gray'd like old man's hair. 
They bend and weave and weather storms, 
like men on sailing ships, 
to give-out one day or melt away 
as ice in summer wind; 
Soon to find their granite names 
erect and row'd in bottom fields, 
or chipped-out words on creek-rock slabs 
up atop the hill. 
I like to walk their ranks and rows 
and salute their stretched-out wires 
pulled real snug, and nail'd up tight 
to those wrinkled knots of souls. 
I touch their grain and pithed old tops 
weathered by the strains 
of skyward limb and nettle weed 
and water from the branch; 
to tunnel-brush and rotted logs 
of what the forest hold's. 
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Needing Correct Change 
Tami Damron 
"World's gone to shit anyway," he said under his breath as he 
addressed the envelope to the Church of Euthanasia. His ten-dollar mem-
bership fee was inside. He got up from his dirty orange recliner with the 
grease stain in the shape of his body and put the envelope on the kitchen 
table. He could hear all five of his dogs barking behind the trailer. 
Once the church got his money, he could kill himself and become a 
saint automatically. He liked the idea of that. He also liked the sound of 
Saint John Lee Daniels. That's how he wanted to be remembered some-
day. But there was still time for that. 
************ 
John Lee first heard of the Church of Euthanasia at work one day. 
He worked nights at the Thousandsticks toll plaza on the Daniel Boone 
Parkway. There was a small 5" black and white television monitor in his 
booth, and he was watching a 3 a.m. rerun of the Jerry Springer Show. He 
loved the show. It made him feel normal, made him laugh. The topic of 
the day was, "I Want to Join a Suicide Cult." He laughed at the thought of 
it, especially when the leader of the Church of Euthanasia, Reverend Chris 
"Chrissy" Korda, came out in full drag. "Fuckin' pansy," he thought. 
John Lee had never gone to church as a child. There was a Bible 
in the house, though, placed under the red leather couch with the broken 
leg. The Bible was just thick enough to keep it stable. 
But he watched and listened to the show as he always did, occa-
sionally being interrupted by the dropping of forty cents into the booth or by 
someone needing correct change. Most people didn't like to stop and get 
change. John Lee was not the most pleasant sight to see at 3 a.m. His 
greasy black hair fell over his eyes most of the time. He was too uncon-
cerned to push it back. He was slightly cross-eyed, and he couldn't 
remove the scowl from his face. 
The Reverend Korda said something that got his attention. You 
know what I think is degrading? I think humans being packed into houses 
and trains and being forced to go to jobs where they have to perform the 
same repetitive motions over and over again, day after day, where their 
freedom of movement is restricted, where they are, where they're forced to 
breathe conditioned air, I think that's degrading, OK? People were like 
caged animals waiting for slaughter. That's how John Lee felt. 
As the show continued, John Lee learned that there were four pil-
lars of the Church of Euthanasia - suicide, abortion, cannibalism, and 
sodomy. The sole commandment was thou shalt not procreate. What real-
ly got him was the part about cannibalism and the rationale behind it. They 
promoted vegetarianism, but thought if someone did want to eat meat, that 
it should be human flesh. There was a surplus of human flesh anyway. 
Reverend Korda asked the audience to raise their hands if they had ever 
killed an animal and eaten it. Only one audience member raised his hand. 
John Lee, forgetting where he was, raised his hand, too. 
************ 
"Pull the goddammed trigger, John Lee!" His father moved toward 
him quickly, which scared John Lee into pulling the trigger of the .22 rifle. 
He didn't want to. God knew he didn't want to. 
The cold November wind cut through him as the bullet cut through 
the hog's skull. John Lee was ten years old, ahd he had been feeding 
Herman and treating him like a pet for almost a year. It was stupid, really, 
to care so much for something you were going to have to kill. John Lee 
knew that, but he couldn't help it. The year before, he had refused to take 
part in the slaughter, but his father beat him for it and called him a pussy. 
He went on and on about how John Lee would never be a real man. 
"Fuckin' pansy" is what his father called him. 
John Lee knew he couldn't avoid the slaughter this time. "Get that 
butcher knife and pan over yonder on that wooden slab and come here!" 
"Y-y-yes, sir." John Lee was afraid to hesitate, even though he 
knew what was going to happen next. 
John Lee placed the aluminum dishpan just below the hog's head 
hanging off one end of a wooden palette. His father clasped his hands 
around John Lee's as the blade was inserted just below the left ear and 
traced under the jowl to just below the right ear. The pan caught the 
blood. After about fifteen minutes of bleeding, John Lee's father said, 
"Dump that pan out in the creek." On his way to the creek, blood sloshed 
out of the pan onto the front of his shirt and pants. He felt the warm blood 
turn cold and freeze. 
John Lee and his father continued the process. First, they cut off 
the head and placed it in a large aluminum stock pot. They removed the 
outer layer of skin and hair by pouring boiling water on the carcass and 
then scraping straight razors over the entire animal. The animal was split 
down the middle and the penis was removed. The testicles had been 
removed months ago, and eaten by his father. 
This year, John Lee was expected to fling the genitals into the 
nearby black walnut tree. If the genitals hung in the tree, the meat would 
be good. If not, it would be bad. He could see leathery remnants still 
hanging in the tree. He closed his eyes and threw them, but they didn't 
stick in the tree. "You stupid little son-of-a-bitch! You done went and 
ruined the meat!" As these words were spoken, his father lifted the wood-
en palette, rolled the hog off into the mud, and left it for the dogs. His 
father jumped into his '78 Chevy pick-up truck and drove off. 
John Lee took the hog's head inside to his mother. They cooked 
the head, waited for it to cool, removed the meat from it, and made souse. 
He had dreams about that slaughter every night for weeks. The 
dreams were all basically the same. Pigs with butcher knives slaughtering 
people. In some of the dreams, he could see his decapitated father sitting 
on a bar stool in the kitchen. 
Sometimes, the dreams still come. 
************ 
It had been two busy weeks since John Lee had received his man-
ual from the Church of Euthanasia. In that time, he had been fired from 
his toll booth job. One night, a state trooper was passing through and 
found him masturbating in his booth. His only defense was to say, "At 
least I wasn't procreating." He was fired on the spot. 
He'd been kind of distracted since he was fired. He'd been so 
busy thinking about things that he'd forgotten to do practical things, like 
feed his dogs regularly. 
But he had a lot of time on his hands now to think about his new 
found religion and its four pillars. 
He didn't have much of a problem with abortion. It wasn't some-
thing he would ever have to do, and he wasn't really concerned if someone 
else wanted to do it. He figured there were enough people anyway, and 
nobody was going to miss an unborn baby. Suicide had its purpose. If 
someone wanted to kill himself, fine. He didn't see any reason to stop 
them. He still wasn't too sure about sodomy, but the Church said sodomy 
was any kind of sex that couldn't end up in procreation. He figured he was 
fine if he stuck to masturbating. He was most intrigued with cannibalism. 
Reverend Korda was quoted in the manual as saying human flesh tasted 
"rather like pork." He hadn't eaten meat in the past two weeks. He was 
considering caving in. So he called up his father. 
"Hello." The voice was still half asleep. 
"Hey, old man. Whatcha doin'?" John Lee didn't call his father 
much. He usually only talked to him when his father wanted money or to 
borrow something. 
"John Lee, is that you? Goddammit, do you know what fuckin' time 
it is? It's fuckin' 2 a.m.!" He picked his clock up and threw it at the wall. 
John Lee heard the crash. 
"What was that?" John Lee's voice was a little jittery. 
"Well, what in the hell do you want?" 
"I was wondering if you see anything wrong with eatin' meat. 
mean, do you think there's any kind of meat we shouldn't eat?" 
"What in the .. .. of course not. I say if you can kill it and cook it, you 
can eat it. God, you always have been a strange little tucker." 
"Well .. .. how about coming over in the morning for a barbecue. I've 
got this new recipe for sauce." 
"Sure .. .. just let me get some fuckin' sleep first." 
John Lee hung up the phone and grinned. He had a lot to do 
before morning. Like make sure the shed was secure. 
************ 
John Lee kept the animal locked up for 48 hours, like the Church of 
Euthanasia's manual said. He gave it only water for those two days, to 
flush out the toxins. 
After the animal had been bled and the head removed, he won-
dered if the meat would be any good. So he cut off the genitals and threw 
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them in the direction of an oak tree near his trailer. They didn't hang on a 
branch. "Figures," he mumbled as he shrugged his shoulders. He let the 
dogs into the shed. 
************ 
He kept the head. He considered making souse, if only he could 
find his mother's recipe. 
CLEANING AN OPEN DUMPSITE IN KENTUCKY FOREST 
Jared Salyers 
rash color of snow blends 
in (intercourse) with the soil and the shuddering 
pond over barbed wire fence 
broken bottles 
lie in the thick of sick earth belly with oil cans 
twisted fans 
forgotten dolls 
grandfather's ignorance 
gently finger fevered ground 
to soothe-
clean this sickness. Dinner plate fragment 
slices throat of young tree deep 
down to root -
jugular. 
Pick up careful Carnation milk cans 
and old muddy jelly jars 
now inhabited -
home of the spider. 
Sink to stained knee 
in amnesia pit -
try to forget that ground can remember. 
Sink to stained knee 
offer up some apology -
try to wash 
grandfather's hands. 
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CHAIN AND HORSE HAUNTINGS 
Jared Salyers 
The rusty chain that swung me 
hangs on a nail 
drove in knuckled wood 
in the shed 
in the forest 
we used to swing 
beside the plastic pony 
that hung from the frame 
its paint arthritic -
ancient 
we used to sleep 
beside the trees 
that were calendars and sundials 
for seasons and time; 
always told us 
through shadow and shade 
when dark was coming 
when the chain snapped 
the sun sank down 
the plastic pony 
haunted my pages 
its faded eye 
looked up from my words 
her body is buried 
in that same forest 
that hugs the shed 
the tomb of the chain 
I hear behind my house 
thumping horse's hooves 
sounding like November and snow 
and the. wind that blows 
rattling chain 
leaving stains of rust against the wood 
the spirit of the swing set 
screams down the ridge 
wrapped in white shroud 
with faded eye of equine 
I remember how we looked in the swing 
with our hair kissing the dirt 
worn-out ground 
and naked feet massaged by the sky 
streaking apricot blur in the swing 
a broken thing now 
a banshee at my window 
and in November's intestines 
the first snowflake falls 
away from the white of the moon 
down into view 
w~c <&argnylc'g <&iff 
Jonathan Phillips 
On one dark, cold, and windy Christmas Eve, a small form could 
be seen flying high above the fresh fallen snow. This small form was a 
young gargoyle named Winterwind. He had ventured to the edge of a 
human town in search of icicles. His pale blue fur shimmered in the 
moonlight as he began to land towards a small humble house on the edge 
of town. He felt drawn to this small house for some odd reason. The sag-
ging roof of this house had cast many long tapering icicles, all of which 
delighted young Winterwind. As he began to gather some of his favorites, 
he decided to peek inside to see who lived in a home that could make 
such beautiful icicles. Wiping away a patch of frost from a window, he 
looked inside. 
Inside was a very poor vision of Christmas. A barely decorated 
Christmas tree was even barer underneath. Empty shelves and cup-
boards showed very little food for the following day. The children's blan-
kets were old and threadbare in places. The sight of all this tore deep in 
young Winterwind's heart. He wanted to help, but to help he would need 
money, human money. He had only a few copper coins of the stuff to his 
name. Knowing that this would not do, he decided to try and find a way to 
help anyway. 
Taking to the air, he began to scan the passing buildings for ideas. 
Landing on top of a rooftop, he located a small shop he had been told 
about. A place where humans toad items of value and received money in 
return. The only thing of value he had was the scarf of spun gold his 
grandmother had given to him. Feeling that there was no other way, he 
slowly unwrapped the silken scarf from his neck and folded it into a neat 
square. When the street was clear, he floated down to an alley next to the 
shop. He knew he could not enter the store and let himself be seen; it 
was forbidden. Searching the alley, he found a tattered hooded coat. 
Folding his wings and tail tight around his body, he slipped the coat on. 
The coat hung almost to the ground so it covered his feet as well. He 
pulled the hood over his head and covered his face. 
Walking up to the shop, he slowly opened the glass door. A bell 
sounded as the door closed behind him. Making his way up to the main 
counter, he lifted himself up to look at the elderly man behind it. 
"Can I help you, son?" he asked. 
With a tear in his eye, he gently placed his golden scarf on the 
counter. The man unfolded the scarf and began to study it carefully. After 
a few minutes of commenting on the fine quality, he became quite excited 
about its material. Opening up a small drawer, the man set out a number 
of paper bills. Winterwind did not know the value of these bills, but he 
was thankful for them anyway. 
After leaving the shop, he began to search for a place where he 
could use his new money. Carefully watching a number of stores, he 
located one that seemed to fit his needs. Again wearing the awkward 
coat, he walked inside. He noticed other humans pushing around strange 
wheeled baskets to carry their items. Grabbing one near the door, he 
started walking down the rows. He found hundreds of human items, many 
he knew very little about. Grabbing things he knew, he placed them inside 
the basket. Blankets, human toys, soft animals of different sizes, shapes, 
and colors, something that said it contained a Christmas tree, as well as 
many other things. He did not know much about human foods, but he 
picked up things he had heard about. Some foods he found to be locked 
inside strange metal cans. The metal made it hard to bite into, but he got 
some of them as well. At the end, he found a large bag called a Santa's 
sack that he could carry all that he had gathered in. 
Following other humans, he stepped up to a small counter and 
placed his items on top of it, just like he had watched the others do. After 
a few minutes of watching a young human looking at each thing he had, 
she said a number to him. Not sure how much that was in human money, 
he handed her all that he had. Afterwards, she handed a smaller amount 
back. Placing everything into the sack, including what was left of the 
money, he left the shop. 
Moving to an open alley, he discarded the coat and then began to 
fly back towards the small house. The bag was heavy and made it hard 
to fly, but that made him try all that much harder. After a strenuous flight, 
he landed in front of the home of the family he had seen earlier. Dragging 
the bag through the snow, he set it in front of the door. As he reached up 
to knock on the door, he realized he no longer had the coat to disguise 
himself with. He would have to risk it. He knocked as loud as he could 
on the old wooden door. A moment later, a light came on inside. The 
door slowly opened to reveal a mother in a tattered nighthown and a 
young boy and girl peeking out from behind her. They all stood wide-eyed 
at the sight of Winterwind. He carefully lifted the bag up towards them. 
After a moment, the mother took the top of the bag and opened it up. 
Winterwind grinned as she looked inside. A smile slowly spread across 
her face as a tear ran down her cheek. She then motioned Winterwind to 
enter. 
They were all overjoyed with the gifts that had been brought to 
them. As Winterwind began to leave, the mother gently placed her hand 
on his wing. She then opened a well worn trunk and pulled out a striped 
woolen scarf and gently wrapped it around his neck. He gave her a quick 
hug as thanks and ran outside. As he took to the air, he admired the scarf 
she had given him. It was not as golden as the one he once had, but it 
was filled with something even warmer and far more valuable. The gift of 
love and the warmth of a good deed. And a good deed is worth its weight 
in gold. 
rr'fie :End 
Sarah 
Tami Damron 
I carried her around in my pocket, 
the pocket of the brown wool coat that was my mother's-
the one with the leather trim on the collar and sleeves 
and the hole in the left pocket. 
I carried her in my right pocket, 
where no one could see her colors-
red purple black blue yellow 
(It kept me warm.) 
(the color of bruises)-
to protect her, 
me. 
My right hand was always in there, 
touching 
feeling, 
caressing the softness 
the tickle 
of the hairs 
in my palm and between my fingers. 
But I was forced to leave her. 
Constant attention could not comfort her, 
contain her, 
conceal her. 
I could never loosen my grip enough 
(open to the influence of others) 
to please her. 
When I did, 
she slipped 
away 
into the hands of another, 
That's what she needed. 
hands that were allowed to touch her 
hands that she was supposed to want 
hands that couldn't really feel. 
(not the way I could) 
That's what my mother told her. 
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The Walk 
Barry Lee Reynolds 
It has been a rough day at school and I am slowly nearing my 
bus stop. The bus is full of people; three people per seat. .. too many 
people. There are always too many people on the bus ... the small 
bus ... the "tinkybo" (as dad calls it) ... the yellow bus ... the rough 
bus .. . the hell bus. I get to my stop and the noise that has gathered in 
the back slows to a halt simultaneously with that of the wheels on the 
bus, that circle round and round and round. I brace myself. I firmly 
grasp my book bag in my sweaty hands. I tell myself that it will be 
okay, that I am strong and that maybe this time nothing will happen. 
"Please God, I pray as I stand up to face reality. 
"HEY FAGGOT," screams the short dark haired boy, who sits in 
one of the back seats. The sound of laughing and sneers steadily rises 
from the back of the bus. Lacey looks over at me and shakes her head 
in disgust. I read her face so easily. I feel powerless. I continue walking 
down my hard path ... the path of humiliation ... the path of 
seclusion ... the path of repulsion and of sadness. Destiny? 
I keep walking, even though the laughing grows stronger and 
more hurtful. I can't contain it. I think of bed ... of food .. . of masturbation. 
I think of anything but the laughing that fills my head like bitter runny 
cough syrup. I fumble my way down the aisle. I must move myself 
between people, and against them, and through them. "Get out of my 
way fat ass, " is thrown at me with muscular red lips. I retaliate with a 
"tuck you" and continue. Why is this taking so damn long? I am hurting 
inside. I need release and escape. I have to get off. At the front of the 
bus the driver spouts out, "I heard that, boy." I return with a smart, 
"What?" He follows with "Yeah, I heard you ... clean up your mouth or 
you will see the principal tomorrow." I cry out "whatever" and flee from 
the bus. 
Flowing through my ears is the word "FFAAAAAAAGGGGG." 
The sound begins to dissolve after the bus speeds behind a small hill. I 
stagger past my neighbor's neatly preserved grass and think of the bus 
driver --the idiot, his stupidity. Does he not understand that my survival 
depends on my retaliation of the "rulers" on the bus? He does not 
care, nor does he want to care. He does not see because he chooses 
not to. 
In a dreamlike state, I fumble with my bag and manage to get it 
on my back as I near the creek. I smell the usual odors of dog piss 
and honeysuckle ... a repulsive mixture that makes me wish to rid my 
self of lunch ... stale hardened pizza and greasy french-fries. The creek 
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I must cross is murky with indication that someone has recently driven 
through it. I listen closely to my surroundings. Usually, I hear music 
during this time of day. Ah, it is not there! The silence offers brightness 
to my darkness that is Monday! When I do hear the music it means 
mother is MOTHER and the manifestations of her reality are nearing 
me. She is a drunk. She always has been and always will be--like 
God. She is the strychnine icing on the rat poison cake that is my 
school daze. I deal. 
I quickly make my way up the steep rocky hill that leads to my 
"home." I try once again to keep down the food that churns in my 
stomach. The smell of piss had become unbearable. My neighbor's 
tucked up septic system has strengthened the smell in the air. I spit in 
disgust and continue the walk ... my walk. 
All too quickly, I embark upon the wreck that is home. After 
mounting the steps I turn the knob ... it is locked. She is gone?! Ah! 
Rest, relaxation? Stress will be released from me for maybe a few 
minutes? An hour? I enter. Oh no! The overly decorated room --filled 
with yard sale and thrift store angels, ducks, elephants and artificial 
flowers-#- is also filled with a dark thick choking smoke. Is it a fire? 
No ... just cigarette smoke. By how many people? By her? Only her? 
Yes, she's here. Oh God, please no! She is holding Brittany ... only 
three months old. Not her ... poor Brittany ... MY SISTER ... damn that 
bitch ... why does she do this to me? I am only eleven years old ... what 
can I do? Oh no ... she's passed out and Brittany is in her arms! Has 
she beaten Brittany today? Has she hurt her in any way? The mark! 
Oh God ... she has burnt Brittany's leg again. Why was I at school? I 
should have stayed home and offered Brittany protection ... warmth 
and caring ... love ... why ... why? I hate MOTHER!! She should die! She 
should experience the pain that I endure. She loves with poison! Her 
life is destruction! I am hurting, what will I do? I need escape. I want to 
help Brittany but I can't! Mother will not let me near her. I have to 
leave. I cannot handle it. I will go to Bobbie's house, and she will con-
sole me. I will hide in her comfort and not face MOTHER (reality) until 
later tonight. Will anyone help me? Can I help myself? God? 
My Own Room 
Stephanie Stobaugh 
Here is my own room 
A cemetery of last words and thoughts 
Concerning the lives of martyred dreams whose 
Epitaphs hang on the walls 
And from the ceiling 
Telling the story of a little girl 
Who passed away. They say 
In loving memory, 
She is gone but not forgotten, 
She was a friend to all who knew her, 
And they recite the twenty-third psalm. 
My own room is good for visiting 
When my state declares 
A Memorial Day. 
A stone bench holds the memories 
That sit, waiting for the holiday 
Of my return. 
No one cries there 
Because the bed covers always 
Heal the sick and terrify 
The grave robbers called nightmares, 
The closet mausoleum remains full 
Of hair ribbons and fresh flowers. 
Bureau drawers play the bagpipes, 
The wardrobe sings Ave Maria 
In Latin 
At the stereo's request. 
My own room has monuments 
Of different stone and style 
Reflecting each death or delight 
Hidden underneath. 
It cannot be called a memorial garden 
Without the risk of being false. 
My own room is a fellowship of graves: 
A cemetery to be true. 
A Tale of Wild Honey and Snow 
M. D. Mynhier 
Color falls down rock face ledge 
yellow blends with red and green 
it happened sometime back 
an effort to prove a thing. 
A blended top of pine and pitch 
locked in smother-dread. 
the bugs and such know their time 
but rest inside a peaceful bleak. 
Catalpa nest above my grasp 
their web like spider string 
white-weaved in oddest form 
like tormented ghost of stone. 
Winter white stall the movement 
of my hands and gait. 
my breath blows white into my soul, 
a midnight raid for winter treat. 
snow flakes deep make light to see. 
snow freeze covers limbless log 
as it lay upon the ground and long. 
inside a hum, a swarm of bees 
honey-comb'd wax and sweet. 
all the needs for them within 
at home till winter's end. 
Tracks tramped the whitened slopes 
through ridge'd needle thickets of bench 
along trails made at night 
where deer lean against laurel brush 
my grandfather's dad had known the same 
he'd traipsed it out somewhile ago 
on winter moons and dark--dark nights 
with a notion that it was home. 
The swag'd knot of worn-out log 
lying long upon the brown and dirt 
split from stump a natural thing 
but frozen, too, in time. 
the rot inside droned a tune 
bees toasted from the cold 
on honey-comb'd drink so sweet. 
I looked upon that long-dead tree 
a hewing ax at my hand 
but now content till winter's death 
to let them be till spring. 
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An Uneasy Feeling -- concerning Anne Smith 
Deidre C. Conn 
I knew it. I knew he was going to fuck Stephanie, from the 
moment I met her I knew he was going to fuck Stephanie and enjoy it 
more than he enjoyed fucking me. And I wish I'd felt more inside over it, 
wish I'd been angry enough to snap his head off like a pencil between my 
fingers, angry enough to confront him, yell into his face and make him feel 
as small as I did when I realized it. But nope, nothing like that at all. 
Sure, my heart fell out of my shoes, like in those carnival rides where the 
bottom drops out from under you as the world swirls around you like a 
dizzy drunken blur, but it was only a visceral response; emotionally, I 
didn't much give a damn. 
"Really Russ, it's okay that you're going out with her. You can fuck 
her as much as you like. I'm just glad you've got someone now," I told 
him as I was packing my bag to leave him, yet again, hit-and-run style. 
thought he'd be used to this by now. 
"Dammit, Anne, I wish you were more - " 
"More what," I asked, stuffing my dirty panties from that morning 
into the side pocket of my backpack. "More what? Stricken?" 
"No! I wish you felt more ... more ... more of anything! I mean, my 
God, we did have sex! You and I were ... are involved, Anne," he said as 
he whirled away from me; I'd forgotten how much like a dervish he could 
be when he got passionate about something. Sometimes I envied him for 
it; other times I thought he looked like he'd throw up, and it made me 
nauseous too. 
I was a little busy at the time trying to find my toothpaste to 
answer him, so I let a silence build up. That was a mistake. He turned 
around to check his messages on the computer, and sure enough, there 
was my email. Shit. I wish he'd waited another hour to get on that thing, 
so I could make a clean getaway. I honestly did want to make this as 
painless as possible; that's ironic, of course, considering that he was the 
one fucking another woman. 
Okay, so she wasn't just another woman; In my book, Stephanie 
was a cool chick. We'd met at one of the literary group's meetings a few 
months ago. She was new. She was from Jersey, which meant she was 
a foreigner to this campus, like me; the place was thick with native buck-
eyes. She had dark hair and dark eyes, and as soon as I saw her I could 
almost feel Russ coming to want her (I had learned his type well in the 
time we had been together) in the way he'd never wanted me. 
Sometimes I think he began wanting her to keep himself from wanting me, 
in the night, when he'd turn over and there I was, all soft flesh and heat, 
and his hard-on was urging him on, like a vapid teen cheerleader. I 
almost came to enjoy watching his lust, his need become almost palpable 
like a new extension reaching out from his body, almost felt it become 
part of myself, mainly because I'd lost a lot of that oh-so-necessary lust 
for him. 
Was it him? I don't think so. I think it's me. I wonder a lot what 
makes me such a hardass, and I really don't have any explanation. I 
have one really good friend, and she's stuck by me when I was the worst 
cunt in the world. Bev's a really good friend, no matter what, and I'm 
glad to have that. Sometimes I wonder if I need anything else. But 
enough about me. 
Watching his face as he read my email was more than a little like 
what it must be like to watch a condemned man die; I saw parts of his 
life ebb away from his face, not all at once, but bit by bit as his eyes 
scanned each word. The damn thing hurt him, hurt him bad. That was-
n't what I wanted at all; I have to start tailoring my writing to the occa-
sion. Then again, Russ seemed to have a thinner skin than I did; after 
all, he was the one reacting badly to my decision. 
"So that's how you want it?" Damn, I couldn't stand to look at 
him; the tears had begun. Why did he have to react so ... so softly? 
"Honestly Russ, how else should I want this? We both knew this 
was going to happen." 
"I dunno. I thought ... " 
"No. You didn't. I was the one who was thinking. You didn't 
think at all. What were you expecting out of us coming together like 
that? Permanence? You know my thoughts about that, you know my 
feelings about that. Did you think they'd change?" 
"Maybe." Auuuuugggghhhh! He's so frustrating; why didn't he 
get it? Why didn't he know that when I looked into his eyes that first 
night and I was crying that I knew it was over before it had begun? 
Things had actually started out pretty good between us that 
weekend, which was always nice considering the shit I had to put up with 
at work. I swear, when I got into teaching, I thought I'd love it. Well, I 
found out that I did love it, but not the level of students I ended up having 
in my classroom. What a bunch of idiots; nothing but pathetic floating 
dead fish on a stream leading to a dead ocean, a world of dead ends: 
jobs, marriages, mortgages. I came to hate them and hate the very 
atmosphere we breathed; I almost came to hate myself as well. I couldn1 
stand the stifling stench of dead hopes and dreams as they sat there, 
pot-eyed and obnoxious. It made me want to spew out the contents of 
my stomach onto the front row and tell them to eat it. And this weekend 
had started out so calmly. 
When Russ and I started going out, it was nice; he had a way of 
making me feel better about things. I'm not sure what it was, but at first I 
just didn't feel sick of the world when I was around him. He was funny. I 
liked his crooked smile and lack of any really noticeable chin. He was 
fuzzy and dimpled and had pretty hair. We'd flirt, the way you flirt with 
someone in junior high. It was ... amusing. He'd bring me home and tell 
me a joke and we'd kiss on the doorstep and it was nice. I liked him; it 
wasn't like he reminded me of my dad or anything, I just liked the fact 
that he liked me. Then everything changed the night we decided to go 
drinking at this local bar; good cognac and bad appetizers, and artwork 
on the ceiling--a lot of bad Picasso imitators. I should have had the bad 
Hennesey instead of the good Courvoisier with that batter fried crap they 
called cheesesticks. After the first drink and well into half of the fried 
mushrooms my head started swimming like a toilet bowl, and my stomach 
was coming apart at its mucous-stained seams. I was getting sick, sicker 
by the minute, and I hated it. Then I looked up at Russ, and I hated him. 
I thought I was going to puke, but instead I downed the cognac and 
asked for another. And another. Then I was drunk. But the nausea did-
n't go away. Neither did the hate; it clung to the withering membranes of 
my stomach for dear life. 
What is this hate inside me? Why do I spew my guts when I get 
close to a man? What makes me hate them? Why do I always have to 
be the person on the outside, looking in, not wanting all the trimmings of 
home and family, but wanting them deep inside, all the same? It's sad, 
because I honestly don't know. 
Of course I was in no shape to go home. Of course I could stay 
the night at Russ's; his roommates wouldn't mind. Of course I could 
sleep in his bed. How convenient I made it all; I should have realized 
what a fuckhead I was. We stayed up for most of that night, mainly 
because I was too out of it to pass out or do anything but lay there on his 
bed, in his arms, watching the tv and laughing, maybe a little kiss once in 
a while. At least it started that way. Then the kisses started getting 
longer, and longer, and then, with my ever-sharp good judgment, I put my 
arms around his neck. That was my first mistake. He began kissing my 
neck and ran his hand down my breasts, my stomach, my crotch. Okay, I 
was turned on, and getting sober. That was my second mistake. Then I 
stopped and looked at him, and I started crying because I knew it. I 
knew it like I knew the deal with Stephanie. 
"What's the matter," he asked me, true concern in his eyes. 
Dammit all. 
"I don't know. I'm not sure," I told him. I was being honest; it 
hadn't really hit me consciously yet, but something was up, something 
was wrong. 
"Annie, it'll be all right. Let me make it better." He began kissing 
me again, and still not totally in my right mind, I gave in. I let him kiss 
me, and take off my clothes, and proceed to have some of the best, most 
intense sex I've ever experienced. I don't know if it was the cognac or 
the way his tongue could move back and forth like a lizard's, but I was so 
relaxed when he went down on me I lost track of the multiples. And that 
was that. My third mistake. 
My back-pack is just sitting there on his mattress; the sheets look 
like they've been in the salt mines. He sweats something fierce in the 
night, and that's the result; my very own salt deposit. It's funny to look 
at, but not much fun to think about. Russ is sitting there, his jeans dirty 
from a week's worth of wear, his face in his hands, looking like he's having 
a migraine. I can almost feel it coming off him in waves. He looks pitiful. 
1 feel like that stage manager in "Our Town." I always liked that play; 
everyone was so ... orderly. He looks a mess, and I hate that about him, 
at this moment. I wish things were more orderly, in him. In me. I can't 
stand the disorder. And that play is the most orderly thing I've ever read, 
ever seen. George wouldn't be acting like this, even grief-stricken, not 
like this. 
"When were you going to tell me you were fucking her, Russ?" 
My voice is as cold as steel in a snowbank. 
"I don't know. I don't know what I was going to tell you," he said 
in a voice that made me think of razor blades. 
"You were cheating on me Russ. It's simple." Again, steel. 
"You made it awfully goddamned easy, Anne! What the hell was I 
supposed to think when you'd turn away from me and never speak for 
hours on end. I felt like I was living with ice!" 
That hit a nerve. It made me think, and I guess I softened a bit, 
for him. For me. 
"Maybe you were," I whispered. It was sad to think about, but 
probably true. I knew that my desire to fuck him had lessened in the 
weeks, the months since I had started staying over with him; we never 
stayed at my place, it's a rule of mine, and I stick to it judiciously. I 
remember waves of sickness welling up in me in the middle of the night, 
sometimes waking me from my dreams and making me go to the bath-
room, only to heave nothing dryly over the porcelain. That in itself was a 
sickening, humbling experience. I hated it, still do. One morning we 
were near the end of having sex, and as I watched Russ come, his face 
over mine, I realized what was making me sick. It was him. It was that 
hatred I had felt that night when we had first fucked, that hatred I had 
swallowed and pushed down like a roll of gall in my belly that wouldn't be 
pushed down any more. I hated him and everything he did and every-
thing he said and every time he touched me and every time we fucked 
and I wanted to say it, but all I could do was moan. He thought I was 
coming. 
That was when I started pulling away: the silences, turning my 
back on him, not responding during sex. I felt like a rag doll being thrown 
around and wanted to let him know it. I wanted him to know that I felt rotten, 
rotten about this, rotten about him, and the only way I knew how was to 
withdraw. Damn, why'd he have to make me hate him so much? Why'd 
he have to be so damned nice? Why did he have to remind me of every 
banal and dead thing in the world, all the nice people in row houses with 
their double incomes and two children and suburban, middle class, 
dream-killing, soul-deadening lifestyles? Why'd he make me want that 
the least little bit? Everything would have been just fine, if only he hadn't 
made me want that. If only I hadn't wanted him. If only things hadn't 
gotten so messy. 
"Why? Why are you doing this? Why, when you know that I love 
you?" There, he had said it. I knew he'd been holding back, the way he 
tried not to want me, the reason he was off trying to tuck his way to China 
with Stephanie. He looked up from his hands, looked up into my eyes, 
pleading with me like I was his god. Pathetic. Beaten. Better off. 
"Because I love you too." The look on his face was classic; I 
wish I'd had a camera to take a picture of it. All that incredulity coming 
over it within seconds was such a welcome change to that pathetic hang-
dog anguish. I wondered if he was going to hit me in another of those 
dervish turns. He did get up, but not for that. 
"You what!?!" I think he was genuinely in shock when I said that. 
I was expecting it. "You love me!?! Christ Anne! Do you even know 
what love is!?!" He was in my face now, his breath hot on my cheeks. 
Again, the nausea swept over me like a wave over a shaky boat. Another 
impassioned spin, this time to the far corner of the room, and a refusal to 
look at me, like I sickened him now. It was about goddamned time. 
"Get out. Get out now." 
"Russ?" 
"What?" 
"Yes, I do know what love is. That's why I'm going." With that I 
picked up my bag off the bed, flung the strap over my right arm, turned 
around, and left. That was probably the hardest thing I've ever had to do 
in my life. 
Oh sure, I could have stayed with him, but I knew, deep down, the hatred 
would only have gotten worse, consumed everything around us both, and 
destroyed it all. And I hate destroying things, I really do. And he's really 
better off with Stephanie, as far as I can tell; at least he can enjoy 
fucking her, maybe even enjoy loving her. I don't know; who does about 
those kinds of things? All I do know is that when I hit the sidewalk the 
oxygen stung my lungs just a little more than usual and though I didn't 
cry, the world was spinning faster and faster and I knew that all I wanted 
to do was get lost in the spin, the crazy order of things. 
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THE BOX 
Kenneth Casper 
The Sun rises brightly 
The clouds drift gently pass buying 
All the day seems ready 
Of coarse singing birds hour. 
Hearts to me jump joy 
Nu day clears love 
Naked wish granted 
Of coarse glowing song scape. 
Each minute lives four 
Every joy savored seven times 
No other wine like this moment 
Francis Lederer in flawed glass 
September cloud 
Lonely fall pushes heaven 
Soft, lonely eyes 
Blaze too all eternity. 
Stars cross the Moon 
Darkness never returns 
Breathe the morning light 
Wearsome nobility. 
Wide-rimmed hats braided caps 
Milling workers drinking 
Brew from Christ's cysts 
Etched by craftsmen eloquently lying. 
Cutting hands chopping feet 
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In distant lands 
People must be saved 
Anywhere at any price. 
People are most equal 
Sleeping in a box 
All silence has equal force 
As stone idols to inspire. 
Sisters' eyes look up. 
Man's ship is descending 
In the wooded rows 
Wills' sons have been amortized. 
Just then moment 
Duties daily call 
Known along this way 
Without sour the sweet. 
Rise lid brightly 
Clouds buy past gently 
Seems ready the day 
Of coarse singing birds. 
Sewn close to unbuttoned pain 
Windows broken open 
Calm kisses etui 
Handsome Germain lapidary. 
Peri, Peri, Peri 
Gustatory Rialto fool 
Pendulous rude Gad 
Fly from Gavrilo Princip. 
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Leibniz a raven, quoth discovers the calculus that is not flowery 
Michael Slone 
Let us interpret. 
An interpretation function is a function. It is a function. It is what it is. 
You can use an interpretation function to interpret a function, if the function is 
expressible in the relevant calculus. A calculus. 
We like to use a predicate calculus because it is nice. Also an 
intensional logic would be nice. And flowers. 
An interpretation function is a function it is a function from a domain 
into a codomain, from a domain onto an image. An image of meaning. 
It is a very nice calculus we use. But you don't use a flowery one. 
Oddly though flowers especially dandelions are quite efficient at reproducing 
themselves a flowery calculus is not. A flowery calculus does not reproduce 
itself because nobody uses it. Nobody uses a flowery calculus but not 
because they don't like flowers. For you see it doesn't have any flowers it just 
has too much of what it does have. We don't want to have too much of what 
we do have. A flower doesn't have too much of what it does have, and so it is 
not flowery. A logical calculus that can reproduce itself from mind to mind is 
likely not to be flowery either. 
"Let us calculate." -Leibniz, except that Leibniz didn't write in 
English. A calculation that Leibniz had imagined had not been. Except it had 
been. Another earlier logical language had been and am, but why will you say 
that I am mad? Leibniz a raven was stealing lines from the older authors. 
Leibniz a raven, quoth the monadology. Also wanted to prove necessity of 
God's existence. But Leibniz a raven decided to use a possible worlds 
ontological proof which had already been done by both Anselm and Descartes 
and possibly others. Except that they didn't use the words "possible worlds" 
either. Neither the Leibniz a raven, quoth. Because wrote in Latin and not in 
English. 
English a language and also Latin a language is. To translate. In 
order to enter the phase of progress in process an opportune time. A bad 
start. In order to translate, it takes a raven. A sentence structure syntax. 
With a flowery one it is possible but much easier with one that is not flowery. 
A tie-in. A tie between Leibniz a raven, quoth and also between Newton. 
Newton was not a raven because lived before Poe. But also Leibniz did. And 
so. also Leibniz a raven a language is written in. A progress of starting the 
monadology. Again to speak of flowers. 
To speak of flowers it is necessary but not sufficient to refer to them 
successfully. One must refer with an appropriate semantic map. This is why 
we like an interpretation function. This this this is a flowery rosebud 
chamomile orange blossom flowery flowery sentence. We like an 
interpretation function it is a function from a logical calculus to a flower and 
other things, quoth. A semantic map is appropriate if and only if it is. This is 
a tautology. 
A tautology is not necessarily obvious. It is not merely that in some 
possible worlds there are tautologies which are not immediately obvious. For 
such a proposition might be controversial were there no evidence in the 
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current world. But a tautology is simply a mathematical proposition. It is 
obvious. But not immediately. In the current world. Unless it switched, 
possible. 
A return to mathematics and functions and current and possible worlds 
is a tie-in to change and therefore to Leibniz a raven, and Newton. We say 
that Newton discovered first the calculus because he did. This is linguistic 
efficiency. Were we to say that Newton discovered not the calculus because 
he did so discover, we would not be using linguistic efficiency. And so we 
would be flowery. Flowery logic does not get used by the one who wants to 
use logic. This is a logical sentence, or else it isn't. 
To speak of flowers it is necessary to refer to them successfully. This 
does not mean anything unless "necessary" does. It is necessary, we say, but 
it is not sufficient. It can be spoken of. It can be spoken of a flower as it were, 
being quoth around, without however quothed then about. Around is 
necessary for about, and perhaps around is successful reference. If 
successful reference must not only be close but right, perhaps about then is 
successful reference. 
Leibniz though had seen Newton's papers and for what it is worth also 
had seen Spinoza's papers, discovered the calculus. But did not cite Newton 
as a reference. A travesty. Except. Expect to hear from Newton's lawyers, but 
who cares around Newton? Spinoza's papers are not flowery. It is fun to read. 
An agreement in predicates with our subject will not have been discover. A 
Spinoza would be the best of elegant substructures of a calculus. 
Little rocks are calculi. So are first- and second-order logic. A truth of 
logic is that if a is a member of b and c is a member of b then it is not 
necessarily the case that a and c are the same. Not necessarily is not true in 
all models. We take the de re reading here. And so a logical calculus is a 
calculus and the differential calculus that Leibniz stole discovered is a calculus. 
But a logical calculus is not necessarily a differential calculus. A differential 
calculus is a logical calculus but for reasons which need not detain us here. 
Just as a discussion of the interpretation of seventeenth-century neologisms 
such as monadology need not detain us here. Detain need not flowery us to 
calculus us within a here. 
We like a calculus us within a here. It is here that we encounter the 
next structure we need to build our theory. With a few more introductory 
remarks, my proof will be complete. From somebody else's essay. It was 
found there. Not in here, this is not a discovery. It is not new to like a flower. 
For a dandelion could be somebody's. Or a flower. A flower changes over 
time, and this is why Leibniz a raven, why quoth that the derivative of y with 
respect to x is what it is. This is beyond the scope of this paper but it is 
probably worth reading. Unless Latin can't read. But. 
Also flower gardening might be nice accomplished with a logical 
program. It takes a referring expression to refer to a referent. That is. 
That is the end. No. This is. 
Donna Branham is the mother of two grown children and the grandmother of 
two beautiful granddaughters. She has written poetry for the greater part of her 
life, and feels she has been influenced by the work of Appalachian poet James 
Still. She returned to college part time this past year, and hopes to one day 
complete a degree in psychology and to publish her first book of non-fiction 
based on the life of her mother. 
Kenneth Casper is a graduate student at MSU in the area of Adult and 
Continuing Education. 
Eric Collins: No chimpanzees were harmed during the production of these 
pieces (and they were already smoking cigarettes when they arrived, so don't 
look at me that way). You're probably asking yourself "who is this Eric Collins? 
Is he some kind of candidate or something?" No, he's a writer. One of the most 
exciting, imaginative writers we have in this great nation! With that in mind, 
let's ask the question again: "Is Eric Collins a candidate of some kind?" Maybe 
he is. So this election day, remember to vote with your conscience. 
Deidre C. Conn is working on an MA in English and is currently writing her 
creative thesis in which she incorporates short stories, sonnets, and the things 
we look for but never really see. She calls herself a jaded optimist, not a cynic. 
She will be happy to listen is anyone can convince her otherwise. 
Tami Damron is a senior psychology major and will be graduating sooner than 
she cares to imagine. Among other things, she hopes to find a cozy little toll-
booth job and write her manifesto. 
Donnie J. Grayson, Jr is a graduate student at MSU in the English depart-
ment, where he received his undergraduate degree in English after the spring 
of '97. His hobbies include reading poetry by anyone whose last name begins 
with anything between A and Z, revising his favorite short story over and over 
again, and thinking about the next sentence in a novel that has been "in 
progress" for seven years. 
Ben Haney is a senior Art Education major from Paintsville, KY. His first love is 
intaglio printmaking and a close second is teaching art. The piece appearing in 
the current issue of lnscape is an exploration in intaglio techniques and inner 
human forms. 
Jewell Hunter writes of herself, "I work & write, I love & laugh, I live & die." 
David Jones finds writing to be a sporadic process, but feels like some of his 
writing has been honed just a little. 
Drew Maciula is a senior Theatre/Art major from Middlesboro, Ky. He 
would like to dedicate "All in the Timing" to his girlfriend Peggy J. Spencer. 
It was in her hometown of Owingsville that the photograph was taken. 
M. D. Mynhier enjoys writing fiction, non-fiction, poetry. Although he writes 
what many consider "regional" material, it's what he lives, knows and loves. 
He has been married for the past 23 years, and he and his wife, Elsa, are 
very proud of their five children . Elsa is the power, force and love of his 
life. Without her, he doubts he would have written the first word. 
Jonathan Phillips is a junior here at MSU and has worked on the charac-
ters of this story, as well as other stories, for almost six years. He hopes to 
be able to write and illustrate children's books one day. 
Mike Rayburn is a senior Business major with a passion for photography, 
especially people and new or exotic places. Taking photographs of his 
experiences is an important part of his spiritual journey, and he hopes that 
viewing those photos will affect others as well. Mike hopes to spend the 
rest of his life traveling and photographing the world and its inhabitants. 
Heidi Raye Davis is a senior Art major and psychology minor. She says 
that her inspiration comes from God and her husband, Denny. 
Barry Lee Reynolds is an English major with double minors in Creative 
Writing and CIS. He maintains a lifelong interest in Asian languages, civi-
lizations and cultures. He has high hopes of receiving a Masters Degree in 
Teaching English as a Second Language and moving to Asia to teach the 
English language. 
Joseph Riggs calls himself a cowboy-artist, drawing many western scenes 
and portraits, though he is not limited to just western art. He is currently a 
sophomore Art major and Business minor and hopes to pursue post-sec-
ondary degrees in art and go into either art therapy or art education. He 
has yet to decide. 
Michael Slone is a senior at Morehead State University with a double 
major in philosophy and mathematics and a minor in linguistics. Unless it's 
been changed, this biography appears exactly as he wrote it-but how 
would you know if it had been changed? 
Stephanie Stobaugh is a senior English major from Nicholasville, 
Kentucky. 
Leigh Ann Wells is a senior Communication/Advertising major with a 
minor in Art. The piece in this issue is a black and white photograph that 
she took at the Twin Knobs Campground. 
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